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Publications derived from Sessions at the 2014 ICAZ International Conference in San Rafael, Argentina

Session South American zooarchaeology

Session Ichthyoarchaeology in the Americas

Session Bones in space: Taphonomy and the pre-and post-depositional movement of bones

Session Global patterns in the exploitation of animal-based raw materials: technological and socio-cultural issues

Session Neotropical zooarchaeology

Sessions Environments and faunal use in Mesoamérica and Recent approaches to zooarchaeological research at the Caribbean lowlands

Roundtable discussion on the theme of digital data: collection, organization, and dissemination

Session Stories written in teeth: new archaeological insights from tooth related studies

Recent advances in understanding past turkey husbandry and use
Session Food provisioning in complex societies

Session Zooarchaeology in Oceania

Session Meta-analyses in zooarchaeology: large-scale syntheses in the era of ‘big data’
Papers from the session (organized by Jim Morris and David Orton on metadata). Articles can be accessed via our website http://www.openquaternary.com/articles/ [> 4 papers + Intro]